
Best AI Tools For
Indian Audience To
Use!



Today, it is not surprising that we are turning
to artificial intelligence (AI) tools for everyday
use, The ease that AI brings in performing
various tasks is beyond appreciation. Making it
of great use for working professionals and for
educational purposes. It transforms tedious
daily tasks into accomplishments in minutes.
According to one study, about 80% of business
professionals are integrating AI technology for
their online marketing purposes



Let’s See Which AI Tools Are Useful For Indian Audience To Use 

ChatGPT 

Many professionals in the industry have already started using this tool. AI model ChatGPT can
help you write different types of long and short content, whether it is supporting
presentations or writing social media reports, scripts or translations. It can also help you
beyond basic languages. It can translate and write text in many different languages   as ChatGPT
accepts that its skills can be different in each language. 



Kissan GPT 

Like any other profession, farmers have doubts and need help in getting knowledge about
various topics that affect them. This tool is easy to use and answers questions quickly. What’s
impressive about Kissan GPT is the multiple language availability on this tool. 

GitaGPT 

GitaGPT is similar to ChatGPT, but both work differently. GitaGPT connects your questions to the
teachings of the holy book Bhagavad Gita. It provides teaching and learning, combining it with
religious understanding. It advises and guides you in the right path of life for peace, wisdom and
self-realization



Removal.Ai

This tool will make your work easier and speed up what is needed by using instructions or small
steps to remove the background from the image. Just upload the image you want to remove the
background from, and it's done in minutes. 

Copy.Ai  

Copy.ai is popular for many reasons; one of them is the ease of writing content, which makes
work faster. One can write blogs, social media, engaging emails and website content. Also, it has
a variety of fun and attractive styles that make your work better. 



Veed.Ai – Video Tool 

This tool is sure to simplify the process of creating content, from audio support to subtitle
automation. One can manually add subtitles to the video or use the automatic subtitle feature,
which adds subtitles to your video. The tool also has a voice feature that will make your work
easier for presentations or other things.

The progress of AI makes our work easier. Among the various types of AI tools, we found that
they are important and easy to use for the Indian market to reduce our daily work problems,
especially for those who work in creative field. 



At Impulse digital - a digital marketing agency in Navi Mumbai, we take care of all marketing
updates and help our clients to plan and improve their business effectively and smartly. 
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